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the total FW flux from Greenland (328 km yr for 1961–
1992) and its rate of increase [Dyurgerov et al., 2010]. This is
partly due to the omission of tundra runoff but also to an
underestimate in the acceleration in mass loss [Rignot et al.,
2011]. By 2003, the FW flux had exceeded 1200 km3 yr!1,
an increase of 39% above the reference period. The rate of
increase since 1992 is 16.9 " 1.7 km3 yr!2. The changes in D
and R are, however, not uniformly distributed across the
island. The FW flux anomalies, as a consequence, affect particular regions of the Arctic Ocean and Subpolar North
Atlantic (SNA) differently.

NS = Nordic Seas, IS = Irminger Sea, LS = Labrador Sea,
BB = Baffin Bay.
The largest changes have occurred in two disparate regions.
The cumulative anomaly into the IS exceeded 1500 "
154 km3 by 2010 with a 49% absolute increase (Figures 4
and 5). The other region that has experienced a large absolute (700 " 71 km3) and relative increase (49%) in flux is the
LS. The cumulative freshwater anomaly since 1995 for the
3
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whole of Greenland, which exceeds 3200 " 358 km3 in

Greenland freshwater (FW) forcing︎
GrIS FW: CALVING + RUNOFF ≈ 1000 km yr
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[9] To examine the regional pattern of fluxes and their
(Rahmstorf
et al.,we2015)︎
temporal evolution
grouped the original ice sheet drainage basins into larger oceanographic units (Figure 4). Five
regions were defined based on the major ice sheet basins and
their connection to different water masses and circulation
[Curry and Mauritzen, 2005]. Moving clockwise from the
northern limit they are the Arctic Ocean (AO), Nordic Seas
(NS), Irminger Sea (IS), Labrador Sea (LS) and Baffin Bay
(BB). The time series of cumulative FW flux anomaly for
each of these regions is shown in Figure 5. The AO and NS
show a modest cumulative increase but with the lowest
absolute fluxes overall (Figure S1 in the auxiliary material).1

Requires land (ice)-atmosphere-ocean,
global modeling framework︎
– Unrealistic(ally high) hosing︎
– CMIP5: poor representation of GrIS︎
1

Auxiliary materials are available in the HTML. doi:10.1029/
2012GL052552.

no ice dynamics︎
no ice sheet mass loss︎

Bamber et al., 2012︎

Figure 5. Cumulative FW anomalies for each region
defined in Figure 4 and for the whole ice sheet (dashed line
and right hand y-axis).
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And no snow scheme… ︎
Cullather et al., 2014︎
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(Re)construct past and future GrIS FW ︎
Analyze impact in coupled climate model︎
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Calving rates︎
(Enderlyn et al., 2014)︎

From remote sensing observations 2000-2012︎
︎
︎
178 glaciers, total calving 520 Gt yr-1︎
︎
︎
No temporal change: mass loss dominated by
enhanced runoff︎
︎
︎
Assigned to nearest ocean grid point︎
︎
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GrIS runoff (I)︎

Runoff (Gt per year)︎

Fettweis et al., 2013︎

Summer upper-air temperature (K)︎
RCM︎
Runoff vs. T 500hPa︎
apply to basins︎

polynomial fit︎
GCM︎
T 500hPa è runoff︎

Wouters et al., 2008︎
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GrIS runoff (II)︎

︎
︎
Source: RACMO2 forced by HadGEM2-ES RCP4.5 (1971-2100) (Van Angelen et al., 2013)︎
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GrIS runoff (II)︎

︎
︎
Source: RACMO2 forced by HadGEM2-ES RCP4.5 (1971-2100) (Van Angelen et al., 2013)︎
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Forcing︎
CCSM4 T500 evolution until 2300 (Meehl et al., 2012)︎

RCP 2.6︎
RCP 8.5︎
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Runoff results (I)︎
Runoff highest in SW︎
︎
2012: runoff in Northern Greenland︎
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Runoff results (II)︎

1960-1989: ~400 Gt yr-1︎
2012: ~700 Gt yr-1, most in N︎

~1000 Gt yr-1︎

~2600 Gt yr-1︎
(0.06 Sv)︎
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Model setup︎
Global, land-ocean-atmosphere coupled CESM︎
︎
Snow model, realistic SMB & runoff (Vizcaino et al., 2013)︎
︎
~1 degree resolution︎
︎
Two forcings︎
(RCP 2.6, RCP 8.5 capped)︎

Two experiments︎
(FW, NO FW)︎

︎

1850-2200︎
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Simulated GrIS FW︎
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Simulated GrIS FW︎

Historical FW is well simulated by CESM ︎
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Simulated GrIS FW︎

Scenario-dependent and large ︎
difference in future FW︎
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Impact on climate ︎
(RCP 8.5, 2060-2090)︎
Without freshwater forcing︎
︎
“CMIP5 style”︎

Near-surface temperature increase [K] ︎

With freshwater forcing︎
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Conclusions︎
• “Best estimate” of past, present and future GrIS FW
forcing with dominant runoff forcing︎
– Southwest GrIS most sensitive to warming︎

• Limited sensitivity of GrIS melting to ocean and
climate dynamics, with temporary effects on climate︎
– MOC slowdown occurs ~10-20 years earlier︎

• Climate models should improve snow physics for
reliable SMB and runoff (->ISMIP6)︎
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